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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to explore the viability of the social identity approach as a theoretical framework for examining injury in the context of a group exercise program, CrossFit®. Specifically, we sought to identify values of group exercise participants relevant to overuse risk behaviors as well as participants’ responses to criticisms about injury. Via thematic analysis, observations of a CrossFit® setting (N = 31) and interviews of members (N = 14) yielded three social identity content (i.e., Being Hard Core, Achieving Results, Camaraderie). Behaviors employed to enact these social identity content (e.g., engage in frequent, high-intensity workouts; attend despite low-level pain; encourage others to continue despite pain; withhold pain reports from group leaders) enabled members to obtain positive evaluations or avert negative evaluations of group members yet also incurred higher overuse injury risk. We also identified two prominent types of responses of CrossFit® members to criticisms about injury in CrossFit® activity: Compare dimensions (e.g., how well members handled the injuries; the effort they put into prevention; health benefits; strength gained) of the group which were perceived as superior to other contexts, and denounce critics. These response types were interpreted to reflect social creativity and polarization, respectively. Altogether, the findings indicate that group-based psychological factors contribute to overuse injury, advancing previous literature in which intra- and inter-personal factors were the primary focus. This study contributed to the literature by identifying theory-based injury risk factors in group exercise contexts which may inform future injury-prevention interventions.
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Thematic Analysis of Social Identity Constructs and Injury in CrossFit®

Many harms are associated with injury incurred in physical activity contexts including inability to work or attend school, financial costs of medical treatment, psychological distress, surgery, arthritis, and restricted mobility (Maffulli et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2002). To reduce these harms, researchers attempt to identify psychological factors which contribute to injury.

The study of psychological factors of injury has been hampered in that, typically, researchers did not distinguish between acute and overuse injury though the two have different causal mechanisms and pain patterns (Ekenman et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 2014). Acute injuries stem from a single, identifiable event (e.g., foot broken when a person falls off a plyometric box) whereas the causal mechanisms of overuse injuries (e.g., shin splints) involve excessive intensity and frequency of movement, with no single, identifiable, causal event. At the onset of overuse injury, referred to as the early stages, pain reflects minor physical damage (e.g., tiny lesions in a tendon; Wilder & Sethi, 2004). The pain is typically low-level, persistent, and/or intermittent, such that it is sometimes described as ‘nagging’ but does not impair function (e.g., able to run or squat despite pain; Launay, 2015; Russell & Wiese-Bjornstal, 2015; Tranaeus et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2002). Without functional impairment, sufferers in the early stages of overuse injury may not view themselves as injured, and they are able to continue engaging in the physical activity of their choice. The injury of those who rest or reduce effort may be resolved in the early stages because the body’s repair response is sufficient for healing the damaged component (Wilder & Sethi, 2004). But in many instances, those in the early stages of overuse injury continue with physical activity despite the pain (Turner et al., 2002). Those who continue physical activity despite the initial pain may exacerbate the damage (e.g., the lesions become larger) such that the injury’s severity increases (Wilder & Sethi, 2004).
Taken together, behaviors that risk occurrence of overuse injury include exercising with excessive intensity and/or frequency, and/or insufficient rest (American College of Sports Medicine, ACSM, 2014; Drum et al., 2017; Launay, 2015; Traneous et al., 2014; Wilder & Sethi, 2004). Behaviors that risk increasing severity of overuse injury involve exercising and/or failure to rest despite initial injury pain. In this study, we refer to behaviors that increase risk of overuse injury occurrence, or severity of overuse injury, collectively as overuse risk behaviors.

One focus of the current study is to examine psychological factors which influence engagement in these overuse risk behaviors.

In recent years, research involved initial attempts to identify psychological factors specific to overuse injury of athletes involved in sports (e.g., runners, floorball players, rhythmic gymnasts; Cavallerio et al., 2016; Russell & Wiese-Bjornstal, 2015; Tranaeus et al., 2014). Some of the psychological factors identified in these studies were specific to competitive, sport contexts (e.g., desire to complete a marathon in three hours; pressure from coaches to train despite pain). It would seem that psychological factors relevant to injury in exercise contexts differ from those of sport contexts, given the absence of win/loss outcomes and coaches whose reputations and livelihoods rely on those outcomes. To our knowledge, research specific to overuse injury psychological factors has not been conducted in exercise contexts. Additionally, the psychological factors pertaining to overuse injuries of athletes were of an intra-personal (e.g., Type A personality, Ekenman et al., 2001) and inter-personal (e.g., relationship between athletes and medical personnel; Turner et al., 2002) nature. Little is known about group-based psychological factors in relation to overuse injury in sport or exercise contexts.

One theoretical framework that could enhance the study of group-based exercise contexts is the social identity approach. This approach is used in the study of groups (e.g., a sports team,
an exercise program/class) whose members perceive themselves to be similar to each other in meaningful ways through shared values, beliefs, attitudes, and/or behaviors (Jetten et al., 2017).

Social identity content refers to shared values that underpin group membership (Evans et al., 2016; Hogg & Reid, 2006; Jetten et al., 2017; Livingstone & McCafferty, 2015; Slater et al., 2014). For example, let us suppose that members of a running group say “pushing ourselves to the limit is what we’re about” whereas members of an exercise class say “it’s important to us to exercise safely”. Such values impact subsequent behaviors that are either endorsed or rejected by members of the group. Members of the running group who continue running despite pain to achieve the absolute limits of their performance capability might be considered exemplar (prototypical) members of their group. Conversely, this same type of behavior may be frowned upon by members of the exercise class who value exercising safely. Evidence for the impact of social identity content on behaviors has been demonstrated in the literature. For example, when alcoholic consumption is viewed as a defining value (a negative social identity content) of a group of university students, binge drinking may occur (Livingstone & McCafferty, 2015). In this way—and similar to the social identity content underpinning our running group example—social identities may become a curse that threatens and potentially harms group members’ health and well-being (Jetten et al., 2017). Building on this, we proposed that negative social identity content may influence engagement in injury-risk behaviors in group exercise contexts.

To examine psychological factors specific to injury in group exercise contexts, we chose the group exercise context of CrossFit®. More than 15,000 gyms around the world are affiliates of the CrossFit® brand (CrossFit®, n.d.). While some members may opt to engage in CrossFit® competitions, the focus of this study is the group exercise component of the program. CrossFit® is one of the few exercise contexts known to us in which injury rates, and specifically overuse
injury occurrence, have been studied. In these studies, 19% to 73.5% of CrossFit® members reported injury, and 16% to 35.5% of the injuries were designated as overuse injury or chronic onset (Klimek et al., 2018; Montalvo et al., 2017; Weisenthal et al., 2014). These injury rates were on par with that of sports participants (e.g., powerlifters, elite gymnasts; Montalvo et al., 2017). Some critics of Crossfit® have expressed concern about the amount of involved injury risk (Diamond, 2015). In contrast, CrossFit® members find that the modalities of the CrossFit® context, along with the atmosphere and connectedness, contribute to physical activity adherence (Bailey et al., 2017). As such, CrossFit® members may perceive the criticisms of the injury rate of CrossFit® to be threatening to their group. In other words, within the social identity approach, social threats involve negative evaluations of a social identity group such that members, feeling that a source of positive self-esteem is threatened, may be incited to defend their group (Brown & Ross, 1982; Evans et al., 2016).

The overarching purpose of this study was to apply the social identity approach to the exploration of the psychological factors related to injury in a CrossFit® exercise context. While the literature review suggested numerous avenues of research, we narrowed our focus to these two research questions: (1) What are the values within a CrossFit® group, and how might they be relevant to overuse risk behaviors? (2) How do CrossFit® members respond to criticisms about the occurrence of injury in CrossFit® activity?

Method

Philosophical Perspective and Design

This project was shaped by the pragmatic paradigm in which research can be perceived as a means for gaining knowledge about a problem in the human experience (e.g., injury; Kaushik & Walsh, 2019; Morgan, 2014). Within this paradigm, an alignment between methods and
research questions, rather than philosophical concerns (e.g., nature of reality and knowledge), is a focus. Thus, researchers are called upon to consider the information and beliefs that informed their methodological choices, weigh the consequences, and adjust accordingly until they form a warranted belief that the method is suited for answering the research questions.

The first research question required a means for identifying values of a CrossFit® group. In previous studies, the values of groups—to infer social identity content—were pre-identified by researchers, or statements of group leaders were used to identify meaningful social identity content (Barker et al., 2014; Livingstone & McCafferty, 2015; Slater et al., 2014). Given the above-noted conflict between views of CrossFit® members and critics, we perceived it to be critical that CrossFit® members themselves contribute to identification of the group’s values. Therefore, we adopted the recommendation of Evans et al. (2016) by employing qualitative methods to elicit the group’s social identity content. In line with the pragmatic paradigm, we also opted to use two methods—observations and interviews—as multiple methods enhance the ability to gain knowledge (Morgan, 2014). Observations are also relevant to social identity content because they reveal which behaviors are used to enact the values of a social identity group (Hogg & Reid, 2006). The use of interviews is also aligned with the pragmatic paradigm in that people are not expected to have identical perceptions because they do not have identical experiences (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019). However, there are degrees of shared experiences between any two people that lead to degrees of shared beliefs which can be captured to some degree via interviews.

**Sampling and Participants**

Participants in this study were members of a CrossFit® gym in a city in the southeastern United States. The choice to limit this study to one gym was based in part on the knowledge, as
stated by an owner of this gym, that almost all gym members engaged in CrossFit® as an exercise activity. Only a handful engaged in the competitive component of the CrossFit® program. Additionally, there is evidence that there is wide variation between CrossFit® gyms (e.g., management practices, injury rates) though they share the same brand name (Weisenthal et al., 2014). Given these disparities between gyms, social identity content may also differ between gyms; thus, we sought participants with membership at the same gym. Convenience sampling was primarily used for both observations and interviews in order to be non-invasive and emphasize anonymity. This decision reflected ethical consideration to avoid negatively affecting the gym’s business activity or the relationships between owners and members.

For observations, participants consisted of members who entered the gym during the times when the first author conducted observations. Sex, role (e.g., trainer, member), physical description, and behaviors were the only characteristics of observed members recorded. To increase the number of members and types of behaviors observed, observations of 29 workouts were made at multiple times of day (i.e., morning, n = 7; afternoon, n = 10; evening, n = 12). To prevent observations from being biased by advance knowledge, participants were not notified in advance about which workout periods would be observed. Also observed were one intra-gym competition and one mandatory induction course for new members. Observations included 85 participants (44 male members, 32 female members, 6 male trainers, 1 female trainer, 2 gym owners). For interviews, 10 members volunteered to be interviewed. Two members were recruited when they initiated conversation with the first author, at which time the first author invited them to participate as interviewees. Snowball sampling was also used in that interviewees were asked to recommend other members for interviews. The first author approached two recommended members, providing contact information in case they were willing
to be interviewed. Within these strategies, we aimed to interview members who possessed attributes which were pertinent to overuse injury. Attributes included membership duration, wearing physical appliances (e.g., knee brace), prior overuse injury, an athletic background, sex, and age. Most interviewees represented multiple attributes (e.g., an older member with no athletic background wore a knee brace). The 14 interviewees encompassed all of these attributes, consisting of 8 male members, 4 female members, 1 male trainer, and 1 male gym owner, ages 20 – 52 years ($M = 34.43$). The mean duration of interviews was 75 minutes, 21 seconds. Table 1 contains more details about interviewees.

**Data Collection**

Prior to data collection, five pilot interviews and three pilot observations were conducted. A high quantity of data was rendered from each pilot interview and observation, highlighting the need to narrow the scope of the study. Therefore, the research questions were limited to social identity content and criticisms of CrossFit® rather than exploring more aspects. Further, we learned that some members perceive researchers conducting research about injury in CrossFit® settings to be critics, evoking a defensive posture. After piloting, the interview guide was adjusted such that explicit questions about pain and injury were last. In this way, we were careful to avoid asking leading questions about injury. Consequently, we found that interviewees brought up the topics of pain and injury prior to being explicitly asked about these topics. Pilot interviews also revealed that members were not familiar with overuse injury origins or pain patterns which limited their ability to respond to explicit questions about overuse injury. This demonstrated the need for researchers to identify participants’ descriptions of behaviors as overuse risk behaviors when participants did not name them as such.
The final interview guide (online Appendix A) consisted of rapport-building and biographical questions, followed by questions pertaining to social identity constructs, criticisms of CrossFit®, and then explicit questions about pain and injury. The interview questions addressed four aspects of social identity content. Descriptions of the four aspects, along with sample questions, are: (1) In-group homogeneity (Turner et al., 1987): Perceived similarities of group members (e.g., “What, if anything, do you have in common with other CrossFitters?”); (2) Positive distinctiveness (Haslam et al., 2011): Attributes of a group which serve as reasons for members to join and/or perceive the group to be distinct from and, typically, preferred to other groups (e.g., “What do you like about CrossFit®?”; “How is that different from what you liked about other exercise activity you’ve been involved in?”); (3) Prototypicality (Haslam et al., 2011): Attributes possessed by prototypical, highly-regarded members (e.g., “Who at your CrossFit® gym impresses you most? Please describe them.”); and (4) In-group status (Turner et al., 1987): Attributes for which members can be perceived positively by other members (e.g., If you want to be perceived favorably by other CrossFitters, what do you need to do?). Questions in the interview guide also addressed our second research question by eliciting participants’ responses to criticisms of CrossFit® (e.g., “What, if any, criticisms have you heard about CrossFitters?”).

After receiving approval from an institutional ethics committee, informed consent was sought from the gym owner. Given the public nature of the venue, the gym owner was identified as the “gatekeeper” who was responsible for providing access and giving informed consent for observations in these settings. Two weeks before observations started, flyers at the gyms and posts on the gym’s social media were used to notify members about the study. These materials included a description of the study and informed members that a researcher would be observing
members in the gym as part of the study. Members were invited to ask questions or express concerns to the gym staff, owner, researchers, or ethics committee prior to start of observations. No members expressed concerns. The first author conducted observations over a two-month period. During observations, the first author jotted handwritten notes. In these notes, members were given an identifier code, constructed to indicate sex (F = female, M = male), role (M = member, T = trainer, GO = gym owner), and the chronological order in which the researcher observed the participant (e.g., MM1 was the first male member observed). After each observation, the first author typed the handwritten notes to form field notes (N = 106 single-spaced pages). Two weeks after the start of observations, flyers and posts recruiting interviewees were displayed. The choice to start interviews after a short time of observations was deliberate, as it was intended to enable the researcher to ask questions about what was observed. Interviewees selected the locations (e.g., coffee shops) for interviews and provided informed consent. Interviews were conducted by the first author, audio-recorded, and transcribed verbatim.

Data Analyses and Saturation

Data were analyzed using NVivo software (v. 11). To start, the first author reviewed all interview transcripts and field notes. Transcripts were sent to interviewees who were invited to provide comments, clarifications, or changes in views. This was intended to check transcript accuracy and generate additional data and insight, but interviewees did not provide new information. Next, an inductive approach was used for a thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The analysis consisted of descriptive coding used to identify simple, lower-order codes across interviews followed by coding of observation data. Then, higher-order themes were developed to represent relationships between lower-order codes across interviews and
observations. A focus of these steps was on internal homogeneity (i.e., each code/theme had adequate evidence) and external homogeneity (i.e., no overlap between evidence supporting two codes/themes). A final step, as employed by other sport/exercise psychology researchers (e.g., Chan et al., 2014; Long et al., 2014; Hings et al., 2020), involved relating the higher-order themes to the research questions and theoretical constructs. For the first research question, social identity content were determined by higher-order themes which spanned all four social identity constructs (i.e., positive distinctiveness; in-group status; prototypicality; in-group homogeneity). Behaviors used to enact each social identity content were examined for indicators of overuse risk behaviors (e.g., a member continued to participate in workouts despite low-level injury pain; a member exercised with excessive intensity and/or frequency, and/or insufficient rest). For the second research question, themes derived from participants’ responses to criticisms of the injury occurrence in CrossFit® were examined. The first author provided research team members with sample texts and themes, along with memos in which data were interpreted through a social identity lens. Iterative discussions and reviews occurred. The aims of these interactions were to determine whether the interpretations were supported by the data (i.e., warranted assertions) and the research questions were answered, aims that are emphasized within the pragmatic paradigm (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019; Morgan, 2014).

Throughout data collection and analysis, data saturation was considered to determine whether additional interviews or observations were needed. We note that guidance regarding data saturation and sample size typically pertains to analysis of one type of data such that little guidance is given in assessing data saturation from multiple methods (i.e., observations and interviews). Thus, we opted to assess data saturation after higher-order themes were identified. In accordance with Hennick et al. (2014), saturation was reached when no new salient codes (i.e.,
pertaining to injury or social identity constructs) were generated. Additionally, we considered
the guidance of Morse (2020) indicating that smaller sample sizes are appropriate when sampling
a cohesive group, addressing narrow research questions, and the scope of the project is narrow.
Given our sample consisted of members of one CrossFit® gym in a two-month period, addresses
two specific research questions, and focused on one phenomenon, injury, the sample size of 14
interviews and 31 observations was commensurate with this guidance.

**Methodological Rigor**

Amongst pragmatist researchers, a standard to consider in terms of rigor is whether the
method produced desired and useful results such that (1) knowledge was gained; (2) research
questions were answered; and (3) interpretations are defensible, consisting of warranted
assertions (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019). To meet these standards, research team members consisted
of scholars with expertise in injury, social identity, and exercise psychology who supervised the
first author, a graduate student at the time of the study, in the design, data collection, and
analysis. Their expertise enabled them to assess data and interpretations to determine whether
knowledge was gained in terms of advancing the extant literature in these areas. Additionally,
they served as critical friends to determine whether interpretations were defensible and as peer
reviewers to determine whether research questions were answered.

Rigor can also be assessed specific to the methods used. Given our use of qualitative
methods, we considered markers of quality of qualitative research, including criteria (italicized
below) summarized by Tracy (2010). We believed the *topic to be worthy* given the harms of
injury. To achieve *rich rigor*, we considered theoretical constructs in relation to the topic;
captured extensive data from multiple sources; and presented original text samples such that
readers could determine plausibility of our interpretations. To contribute to *transparency*, we
provided details regarding our rationale for our choices (e.g., why we placed explicit questions about injury last in the interview guide). Regarding self-reflexivity, we acknowledge the first author was a member of this CrossFit® gym for a five-month period approximately two years prior to conduct of this study. This membership resulted in a positive preconception of CrossFit® as a program which enabled people to gain the physical and psychological benefits of physical activity. Thus, it was of particular value to include research team members who had no relationship with the gym. Though the first author’s five-month membership at the gym was a potential source of bias, prior knowledge of the gym’s practices contributed to the study’s credibility. Credibility was also enhanced by ensuring findings included thick description (e.g., concrete details) and dissenting views amongst participants. To enhance resonance, details of participants’ words and behaviors were presented such that readers with no exposure to CrossFit® gyms or CrossFit® lexicon could understand within their own personal life experiences, thus contributing to naturalistic generalizability. The study represents a significant contribution, in that we give voice to a population who may be criticized by others, and we advance the study of injury in exercise contexts. Ethical considerations included efforts to ensure anonymity such that participants’ characteristics were not detailed to a degree that would enable them to be recognized by other members, trainers, or gym owners. Finally, we attempted to achieve meaningful coherence by showing how our choices were supported by the pragmatic paradigm and by focusing on psychological factors unified by theory.

Results

In this section, the findings are divided into two parts reflecting the two research questions: (a) group values relevant to overuse risk behaviors, and (b) responses to criticisms
about the occurrence of injury in CrossFit® activity. Verbatim quotations from participants are within quotation marks.

Group Values Relevant to Overuse Risk Behaviors

Three values, represented by in vivo terms, were found to be relevant to overuse risk behaviors: Being Hard Core, Achieving Results, and Camaraderie. For each value, we describe (a) characteristics of the value, (b) how the values are enacted, (c) reasons for enacting the values in that way, and/or (d) how the values were relevant to overuse risk behaviors.

Being Hard Core. “Hard core-ness” was a term used by MM44 to describe the type of people who do CrossFit®, which tended to be people who “enjoy intense workouts” and were “not afraid of discomfort”. According to MM42, “People that voluntarily join CrossFit® are people that want to sort of push themselves more or exert more effort.” MM34 liked CrossFit® because “it's something that pushes me really to the limit of what I can tolerate”. He previously experienced that feeling in cycling, but “still never anything quite as much as something that is really a great CrossFit® session”. One way that members enacted the value for being hard core was by completing high-intensity, challenging workouts. A reason for completing high-intensity workouts is explained by MM43 who said that members earn a “badge of honor”. “Like, ‘I'm kind of a tough guy because I can do these CrossFit® workouts, and I push myself’”.

Completing the difficult workouts enhanced FM31’s beliefs about her abilities:

I would look at the workout, and I would be like, ‘There's no way. Like, this is way too hard. Is GO1 out of his mind?’ I was like, ‘I'm not an athlete. I can't’, you know, and, and I would finish it…I would be laying on the floor, about to pass out. ‘I just did that. I really completed that workout’…and I was like, ‘I can't believe it.’…That's what sucked me in, was I started to see I was doing things that I didn't think I could do. (FM31)

A second way in which members enacted the value of being hard core was by attending regularly despite the intensity or other difficulty which, when excessive, is an overuse risk
behavior. Members indicated that consistency in attendance was enacted uniquely in relation to CrossFit® participation, as shown by MM32:

As an adult, I got into golf, a little bit of basketball here and there with friends, and then off and on with the gym, very sporadically. Really, CrossFit® has been the first time I was almost religious about it in terms of truly dedicated, five days a week. Obviously now it's been 20 months straight.

One reason may be because CrossFit® members who attended regularly were positively evaluated by other members. As MM32 stated, “Pretty much everyone that comes there on a regular basis, doesn't mean daily, but on a regular basis, I have a great affinity for and admiration for.” Admiration for attendance despite difficulty was displayed in an exchange in which FM12 told FM14 about having a sore throat for the previous two days. FM14 responded, “Yeah, but you’re here”, in a tone indicative of praise. To FM24, members were hard core in that they attended “no matter what”: “We wake up the next day and come to it, no matter how sore we are, no matter what we feel like, like oh, ‘I don't want to go’, we still show up”. FM24’s enactment of the hard core value in this way resulted in the overuse risk behavior of continuing exercising in the early stages of injury:

I kind of tweaked my back, and I was like ‘Oh I'm fine. It's probably like just a little muscle spasm strain, no big deal.’ That happened like November, and I kept going until February to the point where I couldn't sit. I couldn't sleep. I was crying. I popped Advil® every few hours.

In one instance, the first author observed that being hard core in terms of attending “no matter what” affected CrossFit® members’ amount of rest in between workouts. On a morning in which the gym was not open due to a scheduling glitch, members (e.g., MM20, FM12, MM39) who usually attended the 5:30 a.m. sessions arrived, but, seeing the gym was closed, left. Later that day, these members attended the 5:30 p.m. CrossFit® class. The next day, they attended the CrossFit® workout at their normal 5:30 a.m. class time. Therefore, they attended two, high-
However, it was also observed that some members adjusted their attendance and intensity at times. For examples, MM32 typically attended despite pain but did not attend “no matter what”. “I definitely come with aches and pains every day, don't get me wrong”, but “one time where I really felt like I hurt myself, I wasn't going to go in for a few days through that.” When FM31 struggled with an illness, she did not attend CrossFit® for a couple of weeks. During FM31’s absence, GO2 messaged her, “When are you going to be here? I miss you”. FM31 perceived these actions by GO2 to be “really sweet”. When FM31 returned to CrossFit® after the absence, FM31 did the warm-up with the rest of the members, but then did a workout that GO2 designed for FM31. The workout “was something to get me sweating a little bit, but it wasn't too intense because I had been sick, and I didn't want to push myself too far.” GO2 told FM31, “Any time you want to come in and you've been sick or something like that and you want the trainer to do that [tailor a workout to needs], they'll do that...because I'd rather you show up than not show up.” GO1 explained the gym owners’ proactive stance towards encouraging members’ attendance: If CrossFit® members attended workouts often, they achieved desired results which, per the next section, was a basis for members continuing as paying gym members.

A third way in which members enacted being hard core was by withholding pain reports from trainers. That is, they did not inform the trainers or others about pain. Instead, they continued to exercise despite pain which is an overuse risk behavior. One reason for doing so was an aversion to being perceived negatively, as shown by MM43: “especially when I first started, there was a lot of pulling shoulders and things like that...like, ‘Okay, I probably shouldn't do this movement because my shoulder's still a little sore,’ but I'm like, ‘I don't want to
be a wimp and complain again.’ It's like, ‘All right. Just try to do it’”. As stated by FM2, people who complained during workouts could be described as “annoying”. MM43 indicated positive evaluations could be obtained “Even if you're the slowest person there, if people see…you're not whining about, you know, this or that exercise”. Fear of negative evaluation inhibited MM44’s pain report as well. When he felt shoulder pain, he at first did not tell trainers for fear he would be perceived as “sandbagging”, but when the shoulder pain was so bad that he could not do more, he finally told a trainer. The trainer reacted to the pain report by being upset with MM44 for not being open about what was going on. The trainer also let other trainers know about MM44’s pain which resulted in them devising ways to help MM44 modify workouts:

I hadn't seen MT1 in weeks, and I was doing squats, and he walked over and said “Hey man how is your shoulder?” Just out of the blue. I hadn't talked to him about it. It was genuine concern there, probably because the workout that day had a lot overhead stuff, and he wanted to get his gears going on what might need to be scaled or addressed. He was genuinely understanding, and we talked about what I’ve been doing to fix it, and he gave me more advice on how to strengthen those rotator cuff muscles.

After MT1 asked MM44 about the pain, MM44 became more comfortable reporting pain.

“Now, during the warm-ups, I will say ‘MT6, hey, my shoulder is not feeling so hot today’”.

Likewise, other members tended not to report pain until trainers directly solicited a pain report. In one workout, a female member said, “My arms really hurt.” After hearing her, MT1 asked, “Who else is in this boat? The ‘can’t do push-ups’ boat?” Two female members raised their hands. He gave them a different activity to do. Of note, the members did not tell MT1 about the pain until after he asked, suggesting they would have continued with the activity despite pain if he had not solicited that information. Likewise, MM19 did not discuss pain he was having until MT4 asked him, “How’s the back?” After that, MT4 expressed that he himself was having pain too, after which MM19 added “Hips destroyed”, referring to other pain he was experiencing.
MM19 appeared comfortable telling MT4 about his pain only after MT4 asked him, and after MT4 expressed that he too had pain.

**Achieving Results.** CrossFit® members valued achieving results in the form of improvements in performance (e.g., amount of weight lifted) and/or appearance (e.g., body weight). Some interviewees indicated that results from CrossFit® participation were better than results obtained via other physical activity contexts. Per FM31: “I didn't see the results at those group [name of traditional gym] classes that I saw the results at CrossFit®”. For MM30, who had been a professional athlete, the performance results he gained from CrossFit® were better than those he gained during his training as professional athlete: “In hindsight, I wish I’d done CrossFit® supplementary to my training…today, I hit the highest numbers I've ever hit in terms of squat, in terms of deadlift, numbers I wasn't even coming close to [before CrossFit®].” The varied nature of CrossFit® workouts provided all members, not just the high-caliber athletes, with opportunities to perform better than other members. MM29 described himself, saying “I'm at the end of the pack in terms of results or, you know, where I finish,” but “I'm good at box jumps I guess. That's about really all I can do to impress people athletically.” Similarly, FM12 said, “I'm certainly not the, like, weight-wise the strongest person at the gym, but... I was able to do dips without bands fairly quickly...I mean not that there's a hundred of them, but...people were blown away by that.” By performing well at one specific activity, these members were able to garner positive evaluations of group members.

Members also emphasized appearance results, as shown by MM42: “I was a very skinny person, so I like the fact I gained 30 pounds in a year and a half [after starting CrossFit®].” MM29 sought appearance-related results “in terms of the eyeball test, how I look.” Before he started CrossFit®, “people would be like, ‘So, are you working out?’ And I'd be like, ‘Yes, I've
been working out religiously. Is this not apparent?’ And they'd be like, ‘No’”. Discouraged, he had ceased participation in previous exercise programs. During his few months of CrossFit® attendance, he increased his number of pull-ups from zero to six. Despite these performance results, he expressed his intent to quit CrossFit® if he did not experience visible, appearance results. FM24, too, was initially interested in appearance results, participating in CrossFit® “just to lose the weight and to keep it off.” Her focus eventually changed from appearance to performance as she started to “get better, to take it more serious, instead of just like a form of weight management.” FM12 loved “seeing the changes in my body”, such as muscular striations. Due to the strength she gained via CrossFit® participation, she was “able to lift things, and not have to ask for help…I used to always have to ask someone for help, open jars, stuff like that…I just feel...more confident.”

A key feature of results in CrossFit® is that they could be achieved quickly. As FM31 said, “I've tried different things [exercise activities] over the years...the only thing that I see results quickly from is CrossFit®.” FM24 stated, “When you start [CrossFit®], and you'll see a dramatic change from when you first start to like two months.” MT1 indicated that excitement over these quickly-obtained results led to overuse risk behaviors:

Overuse does happen. It's like...kids and candy. They love it. They'll eat it all day, but it'll give them cavities, and it'll make them bounce off the walls and make your life a living hell until they calm down and fall asleep or something. These guys [CrossFit® members] come in. They'll be so excited [about the results]. They'll do all this work. They'll do all this work. They'll get injured. They'll get miserable about it. They'll stop coming in...That is where we start getting down the path of overuse: too much all the time...They have no idea what we have in store for them the rest of the week, but they decide to do something [extra workouts] on their own.

Because injured members “stop coming in”, GO1 stated that injury of members went against his business interest as some injured members discontinue their paid membership. Unfortunately, the desire for results could drive members to “push themselves recklessly and get hurt” (MM42)
and engage in overuse injury risk behaviors. For example, MM29’s desire to improve performance results affected his decision to persist despite pain: “If I have to do 60 kettle bell swings, and I’m on number 20, I’ll probably take a break. If I’m at number 50, I’ll probably push through it [pain] to finish the 60…It’d be…how close I am to…target goal.” FM2 similarly opted to “push through” the pain when she was close to finishing a workout:

Tonight we were doing knees-to-elbow, and…my right shoulder is giving me problems. It always has, ever since I started CrossFit®. The part where you put your knee up hurt my shoulder…I felt like a shooting pain here. I was just like, ‘Let me just keep going. Workout’s almost done. You’ve got like 30 seconds left,’ so I kept going.

Thus, in pursuit of desired results, some CrossFit® members engaged in overuse risk behaviours (e.g., continuing exercise despite pain; doing more repetitions rather than resting).

Camaraderie. Members indicated that they valued camaraderie which embodied social aspects of CrossFit® such as “social interaction”, “community”, “like family”, “encouraging”, “welcoming”, and “inclusive”. One way in which this value was enacted was conversations. When the first author entered the gym, the cacophony of noise often resembled that of a restaurant due to the sound of laughing and chatter of numerous members assembled in the stretching areas and on the benches. During observations, some content of members’ conversation was CrossFit®-specific (e.g., impending workouts, pain, equipment, perceptions of trainers), but much was not (e.g., restaurants, sports, social plans, tv shows, life events, flirtatious comments). GO1 thought that the “shared experience of the intense workout” was a reason this form of camaraderie developed. MM32 explained further:

You have a natural affinity to people that are also doing CrossFit® because pretty much they’re the only ones that know how intense it is or how hard that particular day’s workout was…and that common experience I think leads to sort of a community sense of camaraderie…This is a crazy analogy, but there’s a reason why Presidents of the United States, whether they’re Republican or Democrat, you notice that after they leave the White House, they’re all friends. Only they have been through what they’ve been
through. Same thing with people in the military. There are certain activities that are these shared experiences that I think lead[s] to people liking each other.

Another interviewee demonstrated that the shared, intense experience led to “people liking each other”. He initially disliked a new, “annoying” member, but “I love the guy now because…we've been doing this thing together, and we've experienced all the highs and the lows.” Observations revealed another way in which camaraderie was enacted as members and trainers were often observed addressing each other by name. FM31 noted that she did not know the names of the instructors or other participants of group fitness classes she had taken at other gyms. A reason CrossFit® members knew each other’s names was regular attendance. In group fitness classes she took prior to CrossFit®, FM2 “rarely recognized a face because people were just random, and, but with CrossFit®, people usually do it at the same time every day. You get familiar with who you’re working out with.” MM32 came to enjoy this aspect:

I’m the least social person so the fact that I would enjoy it [social interaction in CrossFit®] or kind of willingly participate in it is shocking to me…There's interaction with the athletes who are in the previous class, that are just kind of getting ready to leave, and you're coming in, so you get to see them. Then those that are in the class after yours, so you almost have like three groups of people that you kind of see on a regular basis, every day…and I get to have interaction with.

Aside from conversing and personal greetings, another way camaraderie was enacted was via encouragement of other members (e.g., applauding, cheering other members). According to FM12, members could be positively evaluated by other members when they encouraged others. She was “very impressed by the good people who encourage the people who are struggling”.

For some members, such as MM30, the outcome of encouragement was to increase effort: “I can think of multiple examples of when guys I’m directly competing with are encouraging me to move faster, move quicker, push harder”. This effect of encouragement was observed multiple times, as members encouraged each other to “Keep going”. For example, while climbing up a
rope that was affixed to the gym’s ceiling, MM21 stopped about halfway up, appearing stuck.

When MM20 called up to MM21, “Go, go, go!”, MM21 resumed climbing. However, the trainers appeared aware of a need to temper excessive effort resulting from encouragement. In one observation, MT4 was guiding FM14 through her first attempt at climbing up a rope. He directed her to climb only to the third knot (i.e., halfway up). He did not want her to go all the way up only to find she was too fatigued to return down safely. As FM14 climbed, a member started cheering for FM14, saying “Go all the way [to the top]!”. MT4 countered in a light tone, saying “The goal was three. Don’t listen to your peers. They’ll get you in trouble.”

The value of camaraderie was relevant to overuse risk behaviors in two ways. First, regular attendance and engagement in intense workouts were the ingredients for creating camaraderie. Yet, by exercising excessively or despite pain in order to be with the people they enjoyed being with, members risked overuse injury. Second, an outcome of verbal encouragement was that members increased effort. Members can be susceptible to overuse injury when they respond to encouragement with excessive effort or “keep going” despite pain.

Responses to Criticisms about the Occurrence of Injury in CrossFit® Activity

For the second research question, all interviewees indicated awareness of criticisms about injury incurred in CrossFit®. They responded to these criticisms by (a) comparing various dimensions in CrossFit® to other physical activities, and (b) denouncing the critics.

Comparing Dimensions to Other Contexts. In discussing criticisms, members did not appear to perceive the occurrence of injury in CrossFit® to be high. Members supported this perception by comparing injury in CrossFit® to injury in other physical activity contexts such as sport, everyday activities, and other forms of exercise. For example, FM12 indicated that the risk of injury in CrossFit® was acceptable when compared to sports:
Any sport has risks, has risk of injury. And, that’s really, it’s really our personal responsibility to know them and to take care of them...I do not in any way feel like it’s CrossFit®’s fault, any more than it’s NFL’s [National Football League] fault that people get their like s*** knocked out of them at football games... I don’t really understand all the finger-pointing at CrossFit®.

Some members, like FM31, pointed out that injury occurs during everyday activities: “It’s not CrossFit® that you can just hurt your back in. You can lift a box that’s too heavy.”

Other members emphasized aspects of injury which made them perceive CrossFit® to be superior to those contexts. Members perceived the frequency and severity of injuries incurred in CrossFit® to be less than that of injuries incurred during prior sport/exercise participation:

When I would run, I would be in a lot more pain, and I would either turn an ankle, or my knee would swell up. I would have all sorts more aches and pains and injuries than I've ever experienced at CrossFit®...I've had one injury in 20 months. Compared to previous injuries that I had doing other forms of exercise, I used to have a lot more. (MM32)

MM34 thought that the strength gained via CrossFit® participation made him less susceptible to injuries: “I think I've kind of built up my tendons and ligaments and scar tissue, and everything is just to the point where now I'm kind of adapted I guess.” Further, members emphasized that injury prevention in CrossFit® gyms was better than other gyms because of the presence of trainers during workouts:

I know plenty of people who have injured themselves in a [traditional] gym because of improper form, and no one was there to show them how to properly do it...whereas in CrossFit®, you do have that coach that's going to walk around, correct you, and be able to tell you what you did wrong, and to fix it so that you won't get injured. (FM24)

Members also indicated that CrossFit® was superior to other exercise contexts because members tended to modify workouts around pain and resolve injury rather than giving up and ceasing exercise due to injury. As MM1 stated, “CrossFit® will find your weakness, so a lot of people, they get their weakness exploited, and they look for the door. It takes a lot of patience to figure out a way around it.”
**Denouncing Critics.** Another prominent way in which members responded to criticisms about injury in CrossFit® activity was by denouncing critics for using a flawed rationale in their criticism. Some interviewees criticized critics for using extreme examples as a basis for negative perceptions of injuries in the CrossFit® context:

> It's the availability bias right? You hear people talk about, ‘Well I did CrossFit® for a week, but then I injured my back, and then I injured it twice more in that same month, so I quit CrossFit®.’ Those stories stick with you…People that join CrossFit® and don't have any issues probably don't talk daily about the fact that they don't have any injury issues, so it's easy to recall instances where you heard about someone getting injured or you saw someone getting injured. Standing in a class of six people and witnessing an injury means there were five other people that weren't injured. (MM42)

MT1, too, thought that false perceptions of CrossFit®’s high injury risk were based on extreme examples, such as when a member at another gym became paralyzed. When the member at the other gym dropped a bar, the bar landed on some plates that were lying on the floor, then bounced back and hit the member’s spine, yet this is not a common occurrence in CrossFit® workouts nor exclusive to CrossFit®.

Some CrossFit® members criticized critics who demonized CrossFit® without taking into account the health and fitness benefits of exercise adherence. Before starting CrossFit®, MM1 was overweight and had not adhered to any physical activity consistently. Though he nursed a sore shoulder for 10 months during CrossFit® workouts, he weighed the sore shoulder against the benefits of CrossFit® membership which enabled him to adhere consistently so that he lost weight and perceived himself to be healthier. MM32 had tried many other exercise/sport programs but only sustained regular adherence in CrossFit®. Though he tweaked his back in CrossFit®, CrossFit® was still worthwhile to him. As MM34 said, “If this is what I need to do to get in shape and be the best person that I can be, more power to me. I’ll work out my way. You work out your way”.


Interviewees also negated critics’ who had no direct experience with CrossFit®. FM31’s boyfriend was “very worried about me doing it…he's afraid I'm going to hurt my back.” However, “He’s never tried it [CrossFit®].” Rather than stopping CrossFit® due to his concerns, she opted to not discuss CrossFit® with him: “I don't really talk about it with him…because if we do bring it up, I don't really want to have an argument about it.” When FM2 learned that students in exercise science programs at a nearby university were being taught that CrossFit® was “bad”, she said, “you need to try it before you say anything else… you don’t know what you’re talking about…it’s like trying to talk about cake when you’ve never tried cake.” MM36 also discredited critics who did not participate in CrossFit®: “[they] make it sound like we do one-rep maxes 20 times…They don’t know about scaling.” In the CrossFit® lexicon, scaling involves reducing workout quantities to amounts suited to the individual’s factors (e.g., ability level, injury). MM44 described his interactions with two physical therapists who initially indicated disapproval of CrossFit®. One told him, “You're going to hurt yourself. You're going to mess your shoulder up. I'd never let my kids do it”. After interacting with him more, they then told MM44, “You seem like the kind of guy who's going to take care of yourself...if it hurts, stop. If you feel yourself going too far, take a break, but as long as you do exercises…and rehab your shoulder on your own, you'll be fine”. Thus, MM44 believed that critics’ negative perception of CrossFit® activities changed when they were exposed to an actual CrossFit® member. Finally, interviewees emphasized that CrossFit® gyms differ on many facets (e.g., trainer attentiveness/experience, workout programming). Thus, they discounted general criticism of CrossFit® that was not specific to the context at this gym.
Discussion

In this study, we sought to identify values of group exercise participants relevant to overuse risk behaviors as well as their responses to criticisms about injury. Through thematic analysis, we identified three values (i.e., being hard core, achieving results, camaraderie) that were relevant to overuse risk behaviors. We also identified two prominent types of responses (i.e., compare dimensions of CrossFit® to other physical activities, denounce critics) of CrossFit® members to criticisms about injury in CrossFit® activity. Here, we discuss these findings in relation to constructs of the social identity approach: Social identity content and social threats.

Social Identity Content

The three values identified in this study – being hard core, achieving results, camaraderie – were interpreted to represent the social identity content of the group. That is, members perceived these values to be reasons for being members of this group instead of other physical activity groups; commonly endorsed by members; exemplified by highly-regarded members; and a means for being perceived more positively by other members. This is not to say that these values and associated behaviors are unique to this group; it might be that members of other social identity groups endorse similar values (e.g., military members endorse camaraderie). Nor do we imply that these members did not experience these values in other contexts (e.g., camaraderie felt in previous sport participation). Rather, these CrossFit® members indicated that these values, and the behaviors they used to enact the social identity content, were unique to their membership in CrossFit®. This is demonstrated by CrossFit® members who expressed that they had not engaged in some behaviors to the same degree in other physical activity contexts (e.g., a member who had not engaged in the same intensity in biking; a member’s attendance in previous
sport/exercise contexts was sporadic; a member did not know the names of people in other, non-
CrossFit® fitness classes). Only when they became members of this social identity group—this
CrossFit gym—were these values central to shared social identity such that members engaged in
associated behaviors to a higher intensity, frequency, or level not experienced previously. When
behaviors stemming from the group’s social identity content constituted overuse risk behaviors,
this group-based psychological factor was shown to be relevant to overuse injury. This finding is
unique given that individual (e.g., Type A personality) and inter-personal (e.g., pressure from
coaches to train despite pain) factors were the focus or findings of previous overuse injury
research (e.g., Ekenman et al., 2001; Russell & Wiese-Bjornstal, 2015; Tranaeus et al., 2014).

The value for being hard core was enacted, in part, by members who attended high-
intensity workouts more than three times per week and, in some instances, with less than 24
hours between workouts, which puts members at risk for overuse, orthopedic injuries (ACSM,
2014; Drum et al., 2014). For some CrossFit® members, the choice to engage frequently in
high-intensity workouts was due in part to enjoyment of intense workouts. This is aligned with
researchers who found that people engaged in and/or preferred high-intensity physical activity in
part because of the pleasure they derived from engaging in high-intensity physical activity
(Ekkekakis et al., 2011). However, these CrossFit® members indicated more reasons for
engaging in high-intensity workouts. Completing difficult, high-intensity workouts, consisting
of “things that I didn’t think I could do”, enabled them to earn a “badge of honor” and yielded a
higher confidence in abilities. CrossFit® members in other studies (e.g., Bailey et al., 2017)
similarly expressed a sense of accomplishment from engaging in high-intensity workouts. One
interpretation is that CrossFit® members who gained confidence in their abilities by participating
in the group’s activity—high-intensity workouts—also experienced an increase in their self-
competence which is an aspect of global self-esteem (i.e., positive evaluation of one’s self based on one’s abilities; Tafarodi & Swann, 2001). The social identity content of being hard core was also enacted by withholding pain reports (e.g., not whining). By doing so, members could prevent negative evaluations by group members and leaders. Previous studies of overuse injury revealed that athletes in sport contexts likewise tended to withhold pain reports because they feared they would be negatively evaluated by team members and leaders which could affect their sport careers/livelihood (e.g., team selection, winning, professional athletes’ paychecks; Tranaeus et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2002). The current study was unique, demonstrating that members of a group exercise program exhibited the same tendencies as athletes, though careers and livelihood were not at stake. Fear of negative evaluation is a commonality in both contexts.

In this study, we observed a desire for performance- and/or appearance-related results. This desire was not captured in previous studies of CrossFit® members who primarily expressed desires to be healthy, be fit, and learn new skills (Bailey et al., 2017) which do not intuitively contribute to overuse risk behaviors. Here, group members’ desire for results was shown to be relevant to overuse risk behaviors. As indicated by a trainer, the desire for results induced members to do more than the workouts prescribed by trainers. These statements mirrored the findings of Montalvo and colleagues (2017) that CrossFit® members who did extra physical training outside of CrossFit® workouts were at higher risk for injury than those who only did CrossFit® workouts. The current findings indicate that this social identity content—the group members’ value for results—was an underlying reason for engaging in the extra training that underlies overuse injuries.

Some findings pertaining to CrossFit® members’ camaraderie was not exclusive to this study. Other researchers (e.g., Bailey et al., 2017) have also found that the shared experience of
high-intensity workouts is viewed as a source of CrossFit® members’ camaraderie, and that encouragement between members is a common behaviour in the CrossFit® context. However, a novel finding was that a way in which camaraderie is enacted—through verbal encouragement—may induce higher effort. These findings in a naturalistic setting augment those of laboratory settings in which researchers provided verbal encouragement to participants who then tended to respond with increased effort (e.g., Moffatt et al., 1994). Together, these findings are suggestive that verbal encouragement used to enact camaraderie may inadvertently be relevant to overuse injury when members respond to verbal encouragement with excessive effort.

Throughout the findings related to social identity content, members were able to obtain positive evaluations or avert negative evaluations of group members and/or leaders when behaviors were aligned with social identity content. As illustrated by the member who initially found another member annoying, completing high-intensity workouts enabled the ‘annoying member’ to eventually be liked and accepted. Moreover, participants admired—or were admired by—fellow Crossfit® members who enacted the social identity content via other behaviors such as regular attendance, attendance despite adversity (e.g., recovering from illness), performing well on a specific activity even if they were not typically one of the best performers, and encouraging a struggling member. Thus, the behaviors used to enact social identity content gave CrossFit® members a means for being respected and/or liked by other group members. It could be that members of the group engage in these behaviors because doing so enables them to experience enhanced self-liking, a form of global self-esteem that relies in part on the social judgements of one’s self conveyed by others (Tafarodi & Swann, 2001). Altogether enjoyment and gains in self-esteem, be it in the form of self-competence or self-liking, appear to be positive outcomes of adhering to the social identity content of this group. However, the overarching
concern is this: The behaviors that group members used to enact social identity content may enable them to derive enjoyment and self-esteem from group membership, yet the same behaviors put members at higher risk for overuse injury occurrence and severity.

Social Threats

In responding to criticisms about injury, interviewees compared CrossFit® to other physical activity contexts on various dimensions. Members asserted that the injury occurrence in CrossFit® was equivalent to or lower than that in other physical activities, whilst the severity of injuries incurred in CrossFit® was lower. They pointed out that the health benefits of CrossFit® membership were greater than that of other contexts and, as such, outweighed the drawback of injuries. Members also implied superiority of the CrossFit® context in that trainers were on hand to prevent injury occurrence, in contrast to gyms with no such presence. This assertion was supported by previous studies which indicated that the presence of CrossFit® trainers was related to lower injury rates (Weisenthal et al., 2014). In this study, specific ways in which trainers can be integral to injury-prevention efforts were revealed: Trainers modified workouts when members expressed pain; guided members to temper their effort when encouraged by other members to try harder; and reduced fear of negative evaluation by soliciting pain reports and expressing their own pain. Also, participants viewed CrossFit® members as superior to participants in other physical activity programs in that they handled their injuries well instead of ceasing exercise when injuries occurred. Further, the CrossFit® program was viewed as superior in that it strengthened members so that their injury susceptibility decreased.

According to the social identity approach, through positively distinguishing one’s group from other groups, being a member of a group increases positive evaluations of one’s own worth (i.e., self-esteem; Jetten et al., 2017). When an aspect of a group is negatively evaluated by
others, the valued source of self-esteem is threatened (i.e., social threat). In response, group members may engage in social creativity (Haslam & Reicher, 2006). Social creativity involves maintaining a positive social identity through developing the group’s social identity content such that the group is seen as superior to other groups (i.e., achieves positive distinctiveness). For example, a sport team on a losing streak cannot achieve positive distinctiveness on the dimension of winning (outcome). Therefore, members may assert the teams’ superiority on a dimension other than outcome, such as sportsmanship or creativity. They may claim, for example, ‘that winning isn’t everything; more important is how you play the game and playing fairly.’ In this sense, CrossFit® members’ responses to injury criticisms resembled social creativity such that injury occurrence wasn’t everything; more important was how well members handled the injuries, the effort they put into prevention, the health benefits, or the strength they gained.

The second pattern observed in CrossFit® members’ responses to injury criticisms involved denouncing features of those who criticize CrossFit®. This was done by dismissing critics whose criticisms were products of bias from extreme examples of injury, incomplete information, lack of personal experience with CrossFit®, or lack of specificity to individual CrossFit® contexts. A possible interpretation of this pattern is another type of response to social threats referred to as polarization (Brown & Ross, 1992). Polarization involves members’ defense of a social identity group by discounting the information critics provide. Of note, instead of agreeing with critics, or adhering to advice and recommendations of critics, members tend to react to criticisms by becoming more ensconced in their beliefs as well as a decreased desire to leave the group and an increased antipathy towards other groups (Brown & Ross, 1982; Hogg & Reid, 2006). Altogether, these findings demonstrated that criticisms about injury—even when the critics were exercise and medical experts—did not induce members to perceive injury
as a problem, reflect on how to prevent injury, or change their injury-related behaviors because these criticisms did not come from members of their own group.

Having identified some underlying values associated with a CrossFit group together with associated (negative) behaviors, future research might examine how social identity content can be modified by group leaders to change resultant negative behaviors (Haslam et al., 2011).

Injury-prevention interventions in CrossFit® contexts may consist of leaders emphasizing values that are not enacted by overuse risk behaviors. Doing so can change members’ perceptions of group values from, for example, “We are hard core” to “We are smart about injury prevention”.

Likewise, the basis for positive evaluations could be changed. For example, CrossFit® members may be more apt to work out at a more moderate intensity, rest more, or decrease effort/participation/report pain when they feel pain if they are praised for being injury-free for 20 months instead of only being praised for attending 20 months or for visible results. The findings about social threats suggest that injury-prevention recommendations may be more effective when implemented or communicated by CrossFit® leaders or members rather than experts who are not members. For example, rather than experts critiquing the form of CrossFit® members, group leaders may teach members to word verbal encouragement to emphasize technique (e.g., “Keep good form!”) instead of excessive effort (e.g., “Keep going!”).

Despite the value of these practical implications, we acknowledge the study’s limitations. We limited the scope of psychological factors to identification of group values. Other factors may have greater bearing on overuse injury occurrence in this context. Also, we opted to focus on the utility of the social identity approach which led to us interpret data in relation to social identity constructs (e.g., social identity content, social creativity, polarization). Other theoretical approaches may reveal different, viable interpretations of participants’ experiences and data. For
example, impression management theory could yield insight into findings pertaining to fear of negative evaluation beyond negative evaluation by members of one’s social identity group. Further, our use of qualitative methodology and sampling method limited the generalizability in that these findings are specific to one CrossFit® gym.

However, we considered the results in terms of other forms of generalizability applicable to qualitative research methods (Smith, 2018), which could be viewed as a strength of this project. Naturalistic generalizability involved presenting details of participants’ words and behaviors such that readers with no exposure to CrossFit® gyms, CrossFit® lexicon, social identity, or injury could understand these results within their own personal life experiences (e.g., being amazed upon learning one can complete a difficult task; a gym where patrons do not talk to each other or know each other’s names). Via inferential transferability, people not involved in this specific CrossFit® setting may consider adopting a new practice due to what was learned in this project (e.g., other exercise group leaders may guide exercisers to temper effort when encouraged by others to try harder or solicit pain reports). Analytical generalization was achieved by generalizing results to an established concept or theory (e.g., discussing results in relation to social identity constructs of social creativity and polarization).

This study is one of the first to examine social identity constructs in relation to injury, psychological factors of overuse injury in exercise contexts, and psychological factors underlying injury in a CrossFit® context. It provided empirical support for the proposition that the social identity approach is an applicable theoretical framework for examination of injury. Overall, this study is critical in understanding why exercisers engage in injury-inducing behaviors and how membership in social identity groups plays a role.
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Table 1

Characteristics of Interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Membership Duration (Months)</th>
<th>Frequency (Times per Week)</th>
<th>Competitive Status</th>
<th>Ability Level</th>
<th>Interview Duration (Minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM12</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4 - 5</td>
<td>1 competition for beginners</td>
<td>Meets some</td>
<td>56.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM43</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Often last in workouts</td>
<td>68.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3 - 4</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Meets most</td>
<td>60.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM42</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Meets some</td>
<td>52.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Does not meet</td>
<td>93.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4 - 5</td>
<td>2 competitions</td>
<td>Meets most</td>
<td>80.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4 - 6</td>
<td>Intends to compete</td>
<td>Always meets</td>
<td>49.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Meets some</td>
<td>74.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Competes in CrossFit® Games</td>
<td>One of best males at this gym</td>
<td>80.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM34</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Meets some</td>
<td>71.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Meets some</td>
<td>142.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3 - 5</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Meets some</td>
<td>73.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Attends workouts</td>
<td>Meets most</td>
<td>83.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5 - 6</td>
<td>Intends to compete</td>
<td>One of best males at this gym</td>
<td>67.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Additional information about participants is not presented to preserve anonymity. Ability level refers to participants’ ability to meet assigned quantities in workouts (e.g., amount of weight or repetitions).